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ABSTRACT

A dynamic initialization assimilation scheme is demonstrated utilizing rapid-scan atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) at 15-min intervals to simulate the real-time capability that now exists from the new generation of geostationary meteorological satellites. The impacts of these AMVs are validated with special Tropical Cyclone Intensity Experiment (TCI-15) datasets during 1200–1800 UTC 4 October leading up to a NASA WB-57 eyewall crossing of Hurricane Joaquin. Incorporating the AMV fields in the Spline Analysis at Mesoscale Utilizing Radar and Aircraft Instrumentation (SAMURAI) COAMPS Dynamic Initialization (SCDI) means there are 30 and 90 time steps on the 15- and 5-km grids, respectively, during which the mass fields are adjusted to these AMV-based wind increments during each 15-min assimilation period. The SCDI analysis of the three-dimensional vortex structure of Joaquin at 1800 UTC 4 October closely replicates the vortex tilt analyzed from the High-Definition Sounding System (HDSS) dropwindsondes. Vertical wind shears based on the AMVs at 15-min intervals are well correlated with the extreme rapid decay, an interruption of that rapid decay, and the subsequent period of constant intensity of Joaquin. Utilizing the SCDI analysis as the initial conditions for two versions of the COAMPS-TC model results in an accurate 72-h prediction of the interruption of the rapid decay and the period of constant intensity. Upscaling a similar SCDI analysis based on the 15-min interval AMVs provides a more realistic intensity and structure of Tropical Storm Joaquin for the initial conditions of the Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM) than the synthetic TC vortex used operationally. This demonstration for a single 6-h period of AMVs indicates the potential for substantial impacts when an end-to-end cycling version is developed.

1. Introduction

The objective of this study is to demonstrate the potential impacts for the U.S. Navy regional and global models of continuous rapid-scan atmospheric motion vectors at 10-min intervals that simulate the real-time capability that now exists over the full disk of the new generation of geostationary meteorological satellites. The Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) and the GOES-16 with the Advanced Baseline Imager (Schmit et al. 2017) have 16 spectral bands that can simultaneously scan a full Earth disk at 10-min intervals. The spatial resolution is also enhanced to 0.5 km for band 3 in the visible wavelength, and the two other visible bands and band 4 in the near-infrared have 1-km resolution. Two other near-infrared bands and all infrared bands have a spatial resolution of 2 km. The infrared band 11 is used for detection of thin ice cloud such as is often found at the edge of the TC cirrus outflow, and infrared band 16 is used for cloud-top height assignment. The three water vapor bands are most sensitive to the middle- to upper-tropospheric humidity.

Given this high spatial, spectral, and temporal resolution, these new-generation imagers are better able to track coherent clouds and water vapor features to derive atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) that provide estimates of tropospheric winds (Velden et al. 2005). That is, clouds or water vapor features can be selected from an image at time $t$ and then the backward and forward motion vectors from $t - 10$ min to time $t$ and from time...
t to \( t + 10 \text{ min} \) can be averaged to calculate AMVs at time \( t \) (rather than \( \pm 30 \text{ min} \) as in the past). The individual AMVs are assigned heights (pressure levels) near the cloud top or for water vapor features using multispectral techniques with accuracies of \( \pm 25 \text{ hPa} \). Some limitations of present-day AMVs are that 30-min sampling frequency for tracking clouds is not optimal (Velden et al. 2005), and more rapid scanning sequences (1–5-min images) have been limited to restricted domains and durations. More importantly, applications in numerical weather prediction (NWP) have often been constrained to 6-h data assimilation cycles and AMV dataset thinning. In this study it will be demonstrated that shorter sampling times and continuous rapid scanning combined with the advanced sensors on these new-generation satellites will substantially improve the quality and quantity of the AMVs, and thus their potential impacts on the U.S. Navy regional and global model analyses and predictions.

Oyama (2017) has demonstrated that composites of TC outflows at the cloud tops computed from AMVs can be related to the intensification rates. Oyama et al. (2018) then compare the maximum tangential winds in the outflow estimated from 30-min-interval Himawari-8 target observations with the maximum surface wind evolutions throughout the lifetime of two typhoons and suggest that Himawari-8 AMVs can be used to monitor TC intensification and related structural changes.

In this study, a special set of GOES-East rapid-scan AMVs will provide a near-continuous record every 15 min of the horizontal mass flux at the top of an evolving TC outflow layer. The development or inhibition of channeled outflow patterns, which are indicative of inertial stability or ventilation conditions that modulate the TC intensity, will be better captured. In addition, the ability to track smaller lower-tropospheric cumulus clouds in the high-resolution visible and near-infrared channels will provide abundant AMVs outside the cirrus cloud shield to analyze the outer TC vortex wind structure as well as represent the environmental mass influx. In conjunction with AMVs derived from the water vapor channels, the middle-tropospheric moisture flux from the environment to the outer regions of the TC can be continuously monitored.

Although the details will not be provided in this model proof-of-concept demonstration, it may be useful to at least describe the expected model physical linkages connecting the improved AMV depiction outflow with the intensity changes. First, where AMVs are outward directed relative to the convective cloud bands and cirrus cloud edges, they are expected to indicate divergence and convergence associated with ascent in deep convection and adjacent subsidence-induced clearing. In response, the model physics will infer the vertical ascent/descent and thus the convective heating distribution in the horizontal and vertical, which will lead to modification of the pressure (mass) field. Model dynamics will then adjust the mean and asymmetric wind fields, which in the lower model levels will take into account the planetary boundary layer frictional effects and enthalpy fluxes. Whereas these internal adjustments will determine the intensity change, the TC vortex dynamics and physics prediction are expected to also improve the interaction between the vortex and its environment in conjunction with the better depiction of the outflow jets from the high temporal and spatial resolution AMVs.

In section 2, the special AMV and other datasets obtained during the Tropical Cyclone Intensity Experiment (TCI-15; Doyle et al. 2017) will be used to demonstrate how the nearly continuous AMVs from the new-generation satellites might be utilized to improve TC analyses and predictions in the U.S. Navy regional and global models. The focus of this demonstration is on a 6-h dataset of 15-min-interval AMVs that was reprocessed by Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) from GOES-East rapid-scan imagery during the interruption of a rapid decay period during Hurricane Joaquin (2015). The U.S. Navy regional and global models used in these tests are described in section 2b, and the analysis technique used to spread the AMV information to the grid points of the U.S. Navy regional model is described in section 2c. A dynamic initialization technique has been developed in which AMV-based wind increments relative to the regional numerical model background wind forecast are utilized at 15-min intervals for the 6-h period when special TCI-15 in situ datasets were available for validation (section 2d). It will be demonstrated in section 2e that the vortex structure in this dynamic initialization closely resembles the observed vortex tilt analyzed from a set of High-Definition Sounding System (HDSS) soundings deployed at a spacing of 4.5 km during an aircraft center overpass of Joaquin.

This dynamic initialization analysis is then utilized in section 3 as the initial conditions for the U.S. Navy regional model forecast for comparison with the real-time model forecast that utilizes a bogus TC vortex. Similarly, it will be demonstrated in section 4 that the regional analysis of the TC intensity and structure can be upscaled to the U.S. Navy global model grid to provide more realistic initial conditions than a synthetic TC vortex. While the objective here is only to demonstrate the concept with a single case study, future studies will utilize all of the forty 6-h AMV datasets to optimize the analysis technique that spreads the AMV information,
and more fully demonstrates the impacts of the AMVs on the regional and global model forecasts. An important goal of these future studies will be to demonstrate that a global model forecast after 6 h can then provide the initial and lateral boundary conditions for the next dynamic initialization, and this cycling can be an end-to-end NWP application that fully utilizes the information content of the high temporal and spatial resolution AMV datasets.

2. Methodology

a. Special reprocessed AMV datasets

Velden et al. (2017) provide an excellent review of the recent advances in the calculation of AMVs and their utilization to improve TC forecasts in NWP. In their study, enhanced AMV observations at hourly intervals were produced by utilizing special rapid-scan periods from the GOES-East and Meteosat satellites and adjusting the target selection and search box criteria to allow a more dense level of coverage of AMVs over three Atlantic hurricanes and their near environments. With this special processing strategy, these AMV observations in effect serve as a proxy for the AMV datasets becoming routinely available from the Himawari-8 and GOES-16 satellites (except for the limited coverage of the rapid-scan domains).

Velden et al. (2017) utilized the operational version of the Hurricane Weather and Research Forecast (HWRF) Model data assimilation to create “cold start” initial conditions for the HWRF forecast model throughout the life cycles of the three hurricanes. A special feature of the blending initialization in this version of the HWRF eliminated analysis increments within 150 km of the TC center and below 600 mb (1 mb = 1 hPa) in order to maintain an enhanced vortex structure based on the initial TC intensity and wind radii provided by the National Hurricane Center (NHC). Despite some relatively small intensity forecast errors for both Superstorm Sandy (2012) and Hurricane Edouard (2014) by the operational HWRF, modest forecast improvements were achieved from the AMV-enhanced initial conditions. The early rapid intensification stage of Hurricane Gonzalo (2014) was not well forecast by the operational HWRF model, and the AMV-enhanced initial conditions did not result in any intensity forecast improvements, which may be attributed to the limited usage of AMVs in the inner region of the TC. In addition, only a 6-h assimilation cycle was possible.

Kim et al. (2017) have also examined the observation impact of enhanced AMV datasets created by CIMSS for two typhoons in the western North Pacific during September 2008. These AMV datasets also utilized rapid-scan images (when available) versus the normal 30-min images from the Multifunctional Transport Satellites (MTSAT). As in Velden et al. (2017), the targeting routines were set to achieve a higher AMV density and the postprocessing analysis and quality control processes were adjusted to better represent smaller-scale flow fields. Kim et al. used an adjoint-based observation impact method and observing system experiments to examine the impact of these enhanced AMVs in model TC forecasts, and they documented improved track forecasts. Furthermore, Kim et al. demonstrated that continuous cycling of the enhanced hourly AMVs improved both the model background and the initial analyses.

In this study, enhanced AMV datasets were created by CIMSS each 15 min beginning at 1215 UTC 26 September 2015 (prior to the start of the best track) of Hurricane Joaquin and continuing to 2345 UTC 6 October. Specifically, the focus will be on the impact of the AMVs during 1200–1800 UTC 4 October when Hurricane Joaquin was moving northeastward and was rapidly decaying (Berg 2016; Creasey and Elsberry 2017). An example of the enhanced AMV coverage at 1245 UTC 4 October is given in Fig. 1, in which primarily over-ocean AMVs are plotted. While the colors associated with these AMVs indicate the pressure heights within various binned ranges (legend in top-left corner), it is important to note that each AMV is assigned a discrete pressure height to the nearest 1 hPa. Quality indices are provided for the AMVs based on quality control tests in a postprocessing step (Velden et al. 2017). The AMVs are calculated from GOES-East channels in the visible, infrared, and water vapor bands. Over the domain selected for this study (roughly 1°–44°N, 30°–86°W), a typical dataset would include 15 000–20 000 AMVs.

The objective in this study is to utilize as many of these 15-min AMVs as possible without the thinning (or superob approach) that is typically utilized for operational models. Velden et al. (2017) utilized a stringent quality control process that slightly decreased the number of AMVs in the region of the TCs (see their Fig. 1), but their HWRF data assimilation did not utilize any AMVs between 400 and 700 hPa.

b. Numerical models employed

The Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System for Tropical Cyclones (COAMPS-TC; Doyle et al. 2014) is an operational regional numerical model for TC prediction that is triple nested (45, 15, and 5 km) and thus has the horizontal resolution to resolve the enhanced AMV datasets. However, the previous data assimilation system for COAMPS-TC caused such
a large spindown in the first 6–12 h that the intensity forecast was adversely affected throughout the forecast interval (Hendricks et al. 2011). Thus, the COAMPS-TC presently is cold started with interpolated initial fields from the U.S. Navy and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global model data assimilation systems that are quasi-balanced in terms of the mass and wind fields as the initial time. Another issue is that the upper-tropospheric AMVs in TCs are expected to have large magnitudes in the outflow channel and vary rapidly on small scales near the center. Inserting these upper-tropospheric AMVs without supporting mass fields into the initial conditions derived from a 6-h integration of the Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM; Hogan et al. 2014) would likely exacerbate imbalances in the COAMPS-TC model. Although a four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVAR) for COAMPS-TC is under development, it is not yet available.

It is therefore concluded that the full information content of the Himawari-8 or GOES-16 AMV observations will not be realized until the data assimilation/modeling system is redesigned to utilize these high temporal and spatial resolution wind datasets. Although a global 4DVAR system such as the Navy Data Assimilation System (NAVDAS-AR; Xu et al. 2005) has a better capability to handle more continuous AMV observations, the present plan at Naval Research Laboratory–Monterey is only to utilize hourly AMVs. Moreover, the NAVDAS-AR system has a spectral resolution that is more coarse than the NAVGEM model, so it will not be compatible with the high spatial resolution of the Himawari-8 or GOES-16 AMV observations. Consequently, an alternate dynamical initialization technique will be proposed in section 2d that will utilize the full spatial and temporal resolution AMVs from the Himawari-8 or GOES-16 satellites.

c. SAMURAI analysis methodology

As indicated in section 2a above, the special AMV dataset is at 15-min intervals with latitude, longitude, and pressures that do not correspond to the horizontal and vertical grid points in the COAMPS-TC model. Therefore, the Spline Analysis at Mesoscale Utilizing Radar and Aircraft Instrumentation (SAMURAI; Bell et al. 2012) has been adapted to first spread the AMV speed and direction information horizontally and vertically to those COAMPS-TC grid points. More detailed descriptions of the SAMURAI analysis technique are provided in Bell et al. (2012) and Foerster and Bell (2017), and only a brief description is given here. The SAMURAI is a 3DVAR analysis that minimizes an incremental form of a cost function using a finite-element approach with cubic spline elements as a basis. Observational error

![Reprocessed AMVs surrounding Hurricane Joaquin at 1245 UTC 4 Oct 2015 provided by the CIMSS AMV team. The plot is color coded to depict pressure–elevation ranges (hPa) within which the individual AMV height assignments are found.](image-url)
characteristics can be individually specified for different instrumentation options, but only the special satellite AMVs are used in this study. SAMURAI has three spatial filters that act as a background error covariance to spread information from the AMV observations throughout the domain: a Fourier filter, a third derivative constraint on the finite elements (Ooyama 2002), and a Gaussian recursive filter (Purser et al. 2003). For the current application, a combination of the spline-cutoff filter and the Gaussian recursive filter was used, with the filter wavelengths set to 10 nodal points and 6 nodal points, respectively.

In this application designed to simulate the impact of Himawari-8 or GOES-16 AMVs, SAMURAI produces AMV-based zonal and meridional wind increments every 15 min relative to a background COAMPS-TC 6-h forecast wind field. The 3DVAR solution with the spatial filter then provides the 3D wind vector increments \( \vec{V}_s - \vec{V}_b \) at the COAMPS-TC horizontal grid points and pressure heights, where \( \vec{V}_s \) is the SAMURAI-analyzed wind vector and \( \vec{V}_b \) is the COAMPS-TC wind forecast vector during each 15-min period for which an AMV dataset is available. These AMV-based wind increment fields are analyzed on each of the three COAMPS-TC nested grids (domain 1, 45 km; domain 2, 15 km; and domain 3, 5 km) so that more and more of the spatial resolution of the AMVs near the TC center will be incorporated into domains 2 and 3.

An example of the SAMURAI analysis wind increments relative to the background COAMPS-TC forecast wind field at 1630 UTC 4 October 2015 is given in Fig. 2. These wind increments at the 10.9-km level over domain 2 indicate a large, coherent region about 1300–1800 km to the north of the center of Joaquin that has larger anticyclonic outflow with increment magnitudes as large as 5.5 m s\(^{-1}\). Furthermore, southwestern wind increments of \(-3.5 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) to the west near \( x = 500 \) km, \( y = 1600 \) km suggest that the AMVs have detected a stronger cyclonic trough than in the background COAMPS-TC forecast, which is then contributing to this larger outflow from Joaquin. To the east of Joaquin, a large region of northward AMV-based wind increments, again with magnitudes near 5.5 m s\(^{-1}\) relative to the COAMPS-TC 6-h forecast wind field, indicates the equatorward branch of the outflow is too large in the COAMPS-TC forecast. The continuity of the wind increment analyses over such large regions suggests that the SAMURAI technique has spread the AMV information horizontally. Furthermore, the large gradient regions of these wind increments suggest areas of enhanced divergence or convergence relative to their distributions and magnitudes in the background COAMPS-TC forecast at that 15-min period. The cumulative effect of these wind increments is calculated via the dynamic initialization technique described in the next subsection.

d. Dynamic initialization methodology

The SAMURAI/COAMPS-TC Dynamic Initialization (SCDI) is a simple nudging approach following Hendricks et al. (2011, 2013). In this application in which only AMVs are being incorporated, the nudging is for the zonal \( \vec{u} \) and meridional \( \vec{v} \) wind components as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial \vec{u}}{\partial t} = F(\vec{u}) + \alpha(\vec{u}_s - \vec{u}_b) \quad \text{and} \quad (1)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial \vec{v}}{\partial t} = F(\vec{v}) + \alpha(\vec{v}_s - \vec{v}_b), \quad (2)
\]

where \( F(\vec{u}) \) and \( F(\vec{v}) \) are all other terms in the COAMPS-TC momentum equations, \( \alpha \) is the nudging coefficient (0.0005 s\(^{-1}\)), and \( (\vec{u}_s - \vec{u}_b, \vec{v}_s - \vec{v}_b) \) are the zonal and meridional components of the AMV-based SAMURAI vector wind increments described in section 2b.

A flowchart explaining the SCDI technique is presented in Fig. 3. At the first time in a series of 15-min AMVs, the COAMPS-TC initial conditions are a “cold start” from interpolated NAVGEM analyses at 0000, 0600, 1200, or 1800 UTC to initialize all three grid domains. In the NAVGEM, a static balanced vortex matching the TC maximum wind is blended into the NAVDAS-AR global analysis near the warning position. The first step in the SCDI (Fig. 3) is to integrate the background COAMPS-TC for 15 min until the time of
the next set of AMVs. As described in section 2b, these AMVs and the background COAMPS-TC forecast vector wind \( \mathbf{V}_b \) components on all three domains are the inputs to the SAMURAI subroutine to create vector wind increments (\( \mathbf{V}_s - \mathbf{V}_b \)) relative to the background COAMPS-TC forecast. The third step in SCDI is to integrate COAMPS-TC for another 15 min including the nudging terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) for these AMV-based SAMURAI wind increments. In this proof-of-concept version of SCDI, the background COAMPS-TC forecast is utilized rather than each 15-min COAMPS-TC forecast becoming the new background wind fields on the three domains for the next AMV dataset (Fig. 3). At the end of this 15-min cycling throughout the 6 h to the next synoptic time, the SCDI analysis becomes the initial conditions for the subsequent COAMPS-TC forecast to 72 h or longer. As will be described later, the advantage of doing this proof-of-concept demonstration in the Atlantic with 15-min AMVs from GOES-East during TCI-15 is that the HDSS dropwindsondes provide detailed observations to validate the predicted Joaquin vortex structure.

A crucial aspect of the SCDI for assimilating these high temporal and spatial resolution AMVs is the two-way interaction on the three domains of the COAMPS-TC model that provides the background forecast wind fields for the SAMURAI analyses of wind increments. As illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 4, the time stepping begins on the 45-km domain 1 with the appropriate SAMURAI wind increments. Then, three time steps are taken on the 15-km domain 2 with the appropriate SAMURAI wind increments. For each of these three domain 2 time steps, three time steps are taken on the 5-km domain 3 centered on the TC forecast position (both domains 2 and 3 are moved with the storm). In each time step on each domain, the mass fields will be adjusted to the SAMURAI wind increment forcing.
derived for that 15-min AMV dataset. Since the time steps for domains 1, 2, and 3 are 90, 30, and 10 s, the SCDI with 15-min AMV datasets will have 10, 30, and 90 time steps, respectively, during which the mass fields on these three domains will be adjusted to the AMV-based SAMURAI wind increments during that 15-min period. Depending on the magnitudes of the wind increments, as in Fig. 2, and their temporal continuity from one AMV 15-min interval to the next, 10 time steps may not be adequate to adjust the mass field to the wind increments in the region of Joaquin on domain 1. Although further testing varying the covariances will be carried out with a larger dataset, the mass does appear to be adjusted to the AMV-based wind increments across domains 2 and 3 based on the early stages of the forecasts in sections 3 and 4 below.

e. Validation of SCDI analyses

The SCDI analyses at 1800 UTC 4 October will be compared with analyses that are the COAMPS-TC cold-start initial conditions (referred to as Control) as described in section 2b. The Control 300-m wind analysis in domain 3 centered on Hurricane Joaquin (Fig. 5, bottom left) has a large asymmetry due to the superposition of a symmetric bogus vortex on the background NAVDAS-AR flow field after removal of the NAVDAS-AR analyzed vortex. Because the NHC best track for Joaquin at 1800 UTC 4 October has a translation speed and direction of 10.9 kt (5.61 m s\(^{-1}\)) toward the north-northeast (23.8° from north), the maximum wind speeds are in the east-southeast quadrant, and these maximum winds extend much farther to the east-southeast than to the west-northwest. As indicated at the top of the flowchart in Fig. 3, the SCDI analysis started from a similar cold-start wind field at 1200 UTC 4 October (not shown), but the SCDI has a more symmetric surface wind field for an 85-kt (1 kt ≈ 0.51 m s\(^{-1}\)) hurricane (Fig. 5, bottom center). These SCDI 300-m wind speeds and directions are only slightly asymmetric with maximum winds in the southeast quadrant. Furthermore, this band of enhanced wind speeds wraps all the way around the center so that the SCDI analysis has wind speeds of about 25 m s\(^{-1}\) near 68°W to the west of the center where the Control has a relative minimum of about 12 m s\(^{-1}\). In the bottom-right
panel of Fig. 5 is the vector sum of the background COAMPS-TC wind field plus the SAMURAI increments relative to that background field, which in the outer regions beyond the cirrus canopy should be close to the lower-tropospheric AMV observations. This better agreement in vector directions and speeds with the SCDI analysis than with the Control is particularly noteworthy in the bottom-left corner with light winds and in the bottom-right corner with stronger northward flow.

Even larger differences between the Control (Fig. 5, top left) and the SCDI analysis (top center) are noted in the 13-km wind fields. The Control analysis has a continuous, broad band of strong winds wrapping cyclonically around a small region of minimum wind speeds directly above the 300-m center. By contrast, the SCDI analysis has a concentrated region of cyclonic outflow in the eastern quadrant. However, the more dramatic difference is in the extensive regions of minimum wind speeds in the western semicircle that appear to represent the Joaquin outflow opposing the southwesterly environmental flow in the Control analysis. The vector sum of the background COAMPS-TC wind field plus the SAMURAI increments relative to that background field at 13 km (top right), which again should be close to the upper-tropospheric AMV observations, is indeed much closer to the SCDI analysis (top center) than to the Control (top left). Although the AMVs in Fig. 1 are at an earlier time, note that the AMVs near the outer edge of the cirrus canopy seem to indicate almost a discontinuity in the upshear direction, which along with the cloud-free region in the infrared images suggests subsidence just beyond the cirrus edge. In summary, the SCDI analysis has been successful in ingesting the AMV observations over and adjacent to Joaquin to provide a depiction of the outflow layer that is markedly different from the Control analysis.

As described in Doyle et al. (2017), the NASA Hurricane Imaging Radiometer (HIRAD) was another instrument deployed on the NASA WB-57 during TCI-15. This four-channel, C-band, synthetic thinned-array radiometer has been developed to measure a ~50-km-wide swath of ocean surface winds along the flight path. At wind speeds above 15 m s\(^{-1}\), the C-band emissivity increases with increasing surface wind speed due to increasing foam coverage on the ocean surface. Because the four C-band channels also have varying sensitivities to rain, both the surface wind speed and rain rate can be retrieved from the HIRAD observations along the 50-km swath. Cecil and Biswas (2017) have compared the HIRAD surface wind speeds with the HDSS dropwindsonde wind speeds in the various TCI-15 missions, including the four missions in Joaquin (Doyle et al. 2017, their Fig. 6).

The HIRAD surface wind speeds (Fig. 6a) during the east-to-west flight leg with a center overpass around 1900 UTC 4 October can be compared (qualitatively; we do not have access to digital values) with the 10-m wind speeds from the Control (Fig. 5, bottom left) and the SCDI analysis based on 6 h of AMVs (Fig. 5, bottom center). The outer circumference of the large circular blue region near 31.85°N, 66.5°W represents the 15 m s\(^{-1}\) isotach within the eye, which is not analyzed in detail since the HIRAD is not sensitive to wind speeds below 15 m s\(^{-1}\). The surface wind speeds then sharply increase to >40 m s\(^{-1}\) about 0.1° latitude to the northeast of this 15 m s\(^{-1}\) isotach around the eye. A narrow band of >35 m s\(^{-1}\) wind speeds extends from north of the eye around to the southeast of the eye that may be associated with the eyewall. The orientation and width of this band of strong winds from HIRAD is more consistent with the isotachs from the SCDI analysis (Fig. 5, bottom center) than with the broad band of maximum winds in the Control (Fig. 5, bottom left). Likewise, the north–south-oriented HIRAD isotach maxima along 67° and 67.5°W is more consistent with the broad isotach spiral band in the SCDI analysis than in the Control.

Creasey and Elsberry (2017) have developed a technique to estimate the zero wind center (ZWC) positions every 200 m in the vertical from the HDSS dropwindsondes deployed from the WB-57 flying at 60 000 ft. The Creasey and Elsberry analysis of these ZWCs as the WB-57 overflew the Joaquin center at about 1900 UTC 4 October (Fig. 7a) revealed a relatively small tilt of the vortex from 1.5 to 6.5 km (lowest five red dots), but then an eastward tilt of about 20 km was analyzed from 6.5 to 10.5 km (uppermost five red dots). It is noteworthy that a similar vortex tilt is present in the 1800 UTC SCDI analysis (Fig. 7b). In this east–west cross section of the SCDI-analyzed tangential winds, the center positions and the adjacent isotachs are more vertically oriented in the lowest 5–6 km, and then the center positions, and the isotachs to the east, have a more pronounced eastward tilt to about 11 km. Above 11 km, the center positions in both the SCDI analysis and the Creasey and Elsberry (2017) ZWCs are not well defined. At 1800 UTC 4 October, the Control vortex structure has a nearly uniform westward tilt with height and amounts to about 20 km by an elevation of 13 km (Fig. 7c). This vortex structure is a function of the bogus vortex superposed on the background NAVDAS-AR analysis.

These differences in vortex tilt structure between the Control and the SCDI analyses are related to the inner-core temperature anomalies. Hendricks et al. (2018) calculated the temperature anomaly within the eye region relative to the near environment of Joaquin in each
of the four WB-57 missions by averaging the temperature profiles from the HDSS soundings within 20 km of the center and subtracting the average of the Control temperature values within the 300–400-km annulus about the center. The raw HDSS temperatures were interpolated onto a uniform grid in the vertical direction with a spacing of 50 m. The positive temperature anomaly at 1800 UTC 4 October (Fig. 7d, black line) rapidly increased from near the surface to a maximum value of 7°C around 4 km but rapidly decreased to about 6 km before then decreasing more slowly up to 8 km. This relatively shallow and weak warm core is from the hydrostatic equation consistent with a weaker cyclonic vortex at the surface, and Joaquin was near the end of the rapid decay period with an intensity of 85 kt. Whereas the SCDI analysis at 1800 UTC 4 October (Fig. 7, green line) has a similar increase in the warm anomaly with height up to 4 km, the temperature anomaly continues to increase to a height of 7 km rather than having a relatively cool layer between 4 and 10 km as in the HDSS soundings. By contrast, the Control temperature anomaly is smaller than the HDSS soundings in the 2–5-km layer and then is larger up to a maximum near 7 km. Only the HDSS temperature anomaly vertical structure with a relative maximum at 4 km has an indication (from gradient thermal wind considerations) of decreasing cyclonic circulation with elevation that might be associated with the vortex tilt structure in Figs. 7a and 7b.

Because of the cold-start procedure in which a bogus vortex wind field to represent the TC is assimilated into the global wind field, the Control COAMPS-TC model
at the initial time has no clouds and the model physics associated with the bogus vortex wind field must then spin up the cloud pattern. By contrast, the SCDI analysis already has the associated air–sea enthalpy and momentum fluxes, boundary layer physics, and convective cloud and latent heating distribution that are consistent with the wind (and mass) fields of the TC at the initial time. For example, the simulated radar reflectivity that is associated with the 1800 UTC 4 October SCDI wind analyses in Fig. 5 is given in Fig. 8b. Note that the simulated convective bands around the center are representative of a weak TC. However, the absence of convective bands at outer radii in the southwest quadrant implies subsidence in that quadrant and is consistent with the environmental vertical wind shear that is tilting the vortex as in Figs. 7a and 7b. Unfortunately, the NASA WB-57 did not have a cloud radar, and NOAA WP-3D planes that do have cloud radars were not available, and so no in situ validation of the simulated radar reflectivity pattern in Fig. 8b was possible. However, the microwave satellite image at 1851 UTC 4 October in Fig. 8a does support the banded cloud structure around the center and the absence of deep convection in the southwest quadrant.

The SCDI analysis of 850-mb relative humidity (RH) at 1800 UTC 4 October (Fig. 8d) has a cyclonic banded
structure that is representative of a hurricane and is fully consistent with the simulated radar reflectivity in Fig. 8b. That is, a closed band of RH $= 100\%$ surrounds the center of Hurricane Joaquin, and the outer RH $= 100\%$ bands spiral into the central region, similar to the simulated radar reflectivity bands. By contrast, the Control 850-mb RH analysis only has a broad circular band around the central region and a continuous region of high RH in the northern semicircle (Fig. 8c). Thus, the SCDI analysis clearly has a more representative RH distribution of a TC than the Control and is generally consistent with the microwave image in Fig. 8a.

In summary, these special 15-min AMVs from the TCI-15 field experiment have been fully utilized via the SCDI technique because the 15-min SAMURAI analysis of wind increments relative to the background COAMPS-TC forecast has been successfully assimilated via the COAMPS-TC dynamic initialization. A key feature of that dynamic initialization is the mass field can adjust to those AMV-based wind increments during the 30 and 90 time steps on domains 2 and 3 during each 15-min AMV dataset. The COAMPS-TC model physics then predicts the convection pattern consistent with those wind and mass fields each 15 min. While only preliminary comparisons have been made thus far with the special TCI-15 datasets, the similarity of the vortex tilt from the SCDI analysis with that revealed by the Creasey and Elsberry (2017) analysis of the ZWCs from the HDSS dropwindsondes is very encouraging.
3. Example of SCDI impacts on regional model forecasts

Velden et al. (2017) and Kim et al. (2017) summarize many studies demonstrating the positive impacts that hourly AMVs have had on tropical cyclone track forecasts. In most of these studies, the AMV impact has been demonstrated with global models, which may provide more accurate track forecasts than do the regional numerical models. For the three Atlantic hurricanes that Velden et al. (2017) studied, the operational HWRF track forecasts were already quite accurate and thus the impact of the enhanced hourly AMVs was small.

For the Joaquin track forecasts from the 1800 UTC 4 October 2015 case described in section 2, the challenge was to forecast the accelerated movement as Joaquin was recurving into the midlatitudes. For the operational COAMPS-TC initiated from NAVGEM initial and boundary conditions (labeled as CNTL–NAVGEM) track forecast (Fig. 9a), a left-of-track bias leads to increasing 24-, 48-, and 72-h errors of 59, 147, and 290 km. By contrast, the COAMPS-TC forecast initiated from the 1800 UTC 4 October SCDI analysis (labeled SCDI–NAVGEM) in domains 2 and 3 first has a right-of-track bias with 24- and 48-h errors of 38 km and 117 km, respectively, and then is nearly coincident with the 72-h position with only a 55-km track error. A second version of COAMPS-TC initiated from NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) initial and boundary conditions (labeled as CNTL–GFS) track forecast has a right-of-track bias with 24-, 48-, and 72-h errors of 51, 100, and 95 km, respectively (Fig. 10a). Although the corresponding COAMPS-TC forecast with the 1800 UTC 4 October SCDI analysis as initial conditions (labeled SCDI–GFS) has similar track forecast errors at 24 and 48 h (64 and 84 km), the 72-h error is only 35 km, which is a 60-km smaller error than the CNTL–GFS.

As noted above, these very accurate COAMPS-TC track forecasts from the SCDI analysis were achieved when only domains 2 and 3 were utilized. When the 45-km domain 1 SCDI analysis, which was forced only by the AMV-based SAMURAI wind increments relative to the background COAMPS-TC forecast, was also included, the COAMPS-TC track forecasts were not improved (not shown). The implication is that the global model data assimilation, which for NAVGEM has a 31-km horizontal resolution, and also assimilates conventional observations (especially over the United States just to the west of Joaquin), has a better representation of the large-scale flow that is critical for TC track forecasting. While this result will be checked with a large sample of track forecasts, the present plan is to only utilize the SCDI analyses on the inner two grids that move with the TC as initial conditions for the COAMPS-TC forecast step at the bottom of the flow-chart in Fig. 3.

The primary benefit of the regional numerical models is in forecasting the TC intensity. The intensity \( V_{\text{max}} \) forecast challenge at 1800 UTC 4 October is to predict a continued rapid decay to 75 kt at 0000 UTC 5 October and then a constant \( V_{\text{max}} \) until 0000 UTC 6 October according to the NHC best track file (Figs. 9b and 10b). However, the minimum sea level pressure (MSLP; Figs. 9c and 10c) in the NHC best track file continues to rise beyond 0000 UTC 5 October and then has only a 12-h period of constant MSLP before again rapidly rising, which appears to be inconsistent with the 30-h period of constant \( V_{\text{max}} \) in the NHC best track (Figs. 9b and 10b).

The CNTL–NAVGEM cold-start COAMPS-TC forecast with a bogus vortex continues to rapidly decay Joaquin to 60 kt at 0600 UTC 5 October and then predicts a quasi-constant intensity for 18 h before intensifying to 75 kt at 1200 UTC 6 October, and then has an accurate prediction of the subsequent decay of Joaquin (Fig. 9b, blue line). The COAMPS-TC forecast with SCDI–NAVGEM initial conditions analysis replacing the bogus vortex within domains 2 and 3 (Fig. 9b, green line) predicts a longer rapid decrease in \( V_{\text{max}} \), a more irregular period of constant intensity, and a similar brief intensification to 75 kt before the subsequent decay.

The CNTL–GFS intensity \( V_{\text{max}} \) forecast has a too slow decrease in \( V_{\text{max}} \) the first 6 h and then under-forecasts \( V_{\text{max}} \) during the period that the NHC best track has a constant \( V_{\text{max}} = 75 \) kt (Fig. 10b, blue line). The corresponding COAMPS-TC forecast with the SCDI–GFS initial conditions continues the rapid decrease in \( V_{\text{max}} \) 18 h beyond when the NHC best track begins that constant \( V_{\text{max}} \), and then after reintensifying this SCDI-based forecast verifies within about 5 kt for the remainder of the constant intensity period of Joaquin (Fig. 10b, green line).

Thus, one might consider the Control and the SCDI-based COAMPS-TC intensity \( V_{\text{max}} \) forecasts for both the NAVGEM (Fig. 9b) and the GFS (Fig. 10b) initial and boundary conditions to be rather deficient. However, the intensity (MSLP) forecasts in Figs. 9c and 10c, respectively, agree more closely with the NHC MSLPs for this period of Joaquin. Both the CNTL–NAVGEM and SCDI–NAVGEM COAMPS-TC forecasts in Fig. 9c begin with slightly lower pressures, but from day 2 (0000 UTC 5 October) to day 3 the MSLPs are quite similar to the NHC best track values. The corresponding CNTL–GFS COAMPS-TC forecast (Fig. 10c, blue line) not only starts with a low MSLP, but has persistently lower MSLPs relative to the NHC values throughout the
forecast. By contrast, the SCDI–GFS COAMPS-TC has an excellent MSLP forecast from day 2 to day 3.5 (Fig. 10c, green line). Given these rather accurate MSLP forecasts, C. Velden (2017, personal communication) simply notes that satellite-based intensity ($V_{\text{max}}$) estimates can be found that also continue the rapid decay beyond 0000 UTC 5 October with a subsequent reintensification more similar to the COAMPS-TC forecasts in Figs. 9b and 10b rather than the abrupt transition to constant $V_{\text{max}}$ values in the NHC best track.

The 24-h COAMPS-TC forecasts of 10-m wind speed from the CNTL–GFS initial conditions and from the SCDI–GFS initial conditions at 1800 UTC 4 October are displayed in Figs. 11a and 11b. The corresponding HIRAD surface wind speeds for validation of these 24-h predictions near Joaquin’s center are only available along a single south-to-north overpass (Fig. 6b). Although the Control COAMPS-TC forecast starts from 10-m wind speeds at 1800 UTC 4 October that are asymmetric with larger speeds extending far to the southeast of the center, a much more concentric wind field around the center is predicted after 24 h (Fig. 11a). However, the maximum winds in this Control forecast are in the eastern semicircle, and the $>40 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ maximum in the HIRAD
observations (Fig. 6b) is to the north-northwest of the center. Similarly, the SCDI-initialized COAMPS-TC forecast (Fig. 11b) has the largest 10-m wind speeds just to the east of the center rather than to the north-northwest of the center as in the HIRAD observations. The forecast based on the SCDI analysis has slightly weaker winds (33 m s\(^{-1}\)) than in the Control forecast (36 m s\(^{-1}\)), which is consistent with the intensity (\(V_{\text{max}}\)) comparison in Fig. 10b. While >40 m s\(^{-1}\) speeds are indicated in Fig. 6b, Cecil and Biswas (2017) found that the HIRAD surface wind speeds were often larger than the HDSS dropwindsonde near-surface wind speeds. Although the SCDI-based COAMPS-TC forecast may have somewhat underestimated the intensity at 1800 UTC 5 October, an alternate explanation is that the HIRAD had detected a mesoscale circulation that was not representative of the Joaquin inner-core circulation.

4. Example of SCDI analysis impact on global model forecast

a. Upscaling the SCDI analysis to global model grid

The NAVGEM utilizes a synthetic TC vortex, and the objective in this section is to upscale the domain 2 SCDI analysis to the NAVGEM grid as a replacement for that synthetic vortex and its environment. The NAVGEM prediction cycle is a short-term (6 h) forecast starting from \(t = 6\) h that becomes the background for the NAVDAS-AR (Xu et al. 2005) in which observations over \(\pm 3\) h are merged with that background forecast to generate the \(t = 0\) h global analysis. This NAVDAS-AR analysis then becomes the initial conditions for the next NAVGEM forecast, except when there is a named storm a synthetic TC vortex is inserted after removing all wavenumbers greater than 20 in the original spectral

![Figure 10](image-url). As in Fig. 9, but for CNTL–GFS and SCDI–GFS COAMPS-TC forecasts.
analysis, which eliminates short-wavelength features such as TC circulations. An axisymmetric vortex is generated assuming a Rankine vortex profile in which the radius of the maximum winds (RMW) and the exponential decay factor of the radial profile are fixed at 50 km and 0.6, respectively, and the \( V_{\text{max}} \) and the storm position are provided each 6 h by the TC warning centers.

Vertical profiles of tangential (but not radial) wind components to represent this synthetic TC vortex are constructed along a total of 12 radial legs at 60-km intervals out to a 600-km radius, and added to the observational database before the 4DVAR data assimilation. It is noted that this synthetic vortex extends only to 400 hPa, and thus the TC outflow layer is not included in the initial conditions for NAVGEM forecasts. While the mass field associated with the synthetic vortex wind field is derived from a balance equation solution, there are no pressure perturbations or a warm core to represent the TC above 400 hPa. Furthermore, there is no TC secondary circulation of low-level inflow, vertical ascent near the center, and outflow aloft in these initial conditions.

The first test of upscaling the SCDI analysis to the NAVGEM grid utilizes the blending procedure from Herrera et al. (2018), who are developing a unified 4DVAR data assimilation for NAVGEM that will upscale higher-resolution analyses from multiple COAMPS domains. Although Herrera et al. allow for blending coefficients between \( \alpha = 0 \) (NAVGEM fields only) and \( \alpha = 1 \) (COAMPS field only), in this first test \( \alpha = 1 \) is specified so that the full domain 2 SCDI analysis is being projected onto the NAVGEM grid points (not in spectral space). However, \( \alpha \) is tapered to zero at the lateral boundaries of the COAMPS-TC domain 2 and at the top of the COAMPS-TC model atmosphere. A key step in the procedure is to vertically interpolate the SCDI fields to the hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate of the NAVGEM. After this blending, no further data assimilation or mass balancing is utilized in this first test.

b. Example of an upscaled SCDI analysis to NAVGEM

In this demonstration of the upscaling concept, the domain 2 SCDI analysis at 1800 UTC 4 October of the three-dimensional fields of wind, pressure, temperature, and moisture are upscaled to the NAVGEM grid. As an example, the SCDI sea level pressures (SLPs) on the 15-km grid are shown in the middle panel of Fig. 12. Upscaling that SLP field to the ~35-km NAVGEM grid is shown in the right panel of Fig. 12, and there are only subtle differences in pressure gradients near the center of Joaquin and along the boundaries due to the blending function. Note that the center position in the SCDI–NAVGEM analysis is very close to that in the SCDI analysis. However, that center position is 0.8° latitude to the south and 0.8° longitude to the west of the center position in the CNTL–NAVGEM analysis (Fig. 12, left), which is due to the NAVGEM warm start with the insertion of a synthetic bogus that is quite close to the warning position. Thus, a second step in the blending procedure is to shift the full domain 2 grid such that Joaquin’s center is also near the warning position at 1800 UTC 4 October. The tapering of the blending coefficient \( \alpha \) to zero at the boundaries adjusts for any spurious wind gradients from this grid shift.

East–west cross sections through the center of the \( u \) component of the wind for the CNTL–NAVGEM and the SCDI–NAVGEM vortices at 1800 UTC 4 October are shown in Figs. 13a and 13b, respectively. The inner core of the vortex in the SCDI–NAVGEM initial conditions (Fig. 13b) is more compact at the top of the boundary layer with a radius of maximum wind about 30% smaller than in the CNTL–NAVGEM (Fig. 13a). Another difference is that the SCDI–NAVGEM vortex does not extend to as high an elevation as in the CNTL–NAVGEM case. The northerly wind branch on the west side of Joaquin’s vortex in the SCDI–NAVGEM analysis is not as deep because the extension of the southwestern jet downstream of the trough over Florida is stronger, and the southerly flow branch on the east side is not as deep because of the northerly jet to the east that extends westward over that branch of the vortex. While the difference in the southwestward flow at 150 hPa between the Control (Fig. 13c) and the SCDI-based analysis (Fig. 13d) is due to a rather subtle wind direction difference, the smaller speeds in the northerly flow in the SCDI-based analysis are quite notable. Recall from Fig. 2 that the AMV-based wind increments indicated that the COAMPS-TC background had too large of a northerly flow in this region to the east of the center. Hendricks et al. (2018) have documented that at 1800 UTC 4 October Joaquin was between large vertical wind shear (VWS) to the north and near-zero VWS to the south. At least at 150 hPa, this SCDI-based analysis has strong southwesterly flow to the north with near-zero winds to the south, which is consistent with the VWS distribution in Hendricks et al. (2018).

The advantage of the upscaling of the full three-dimensional SCDI analyses of winds, pressures, temperatures, and humidities is that over the COAMPS-TC domain 2 these are balanced mass-wind fields, and include the irrotational (divergent) wind components and vertical motions that constitute the secondary circulation of low-level inflow, ascent in the eyewall, and outflow aloft. As demonstrated in Fig. 8b, the SCDI provides...
a realistic cloud structure of a TC, and the temperature (Fig. 7d) and relative humidity (Fig. 8d) fields in the SCDI are consistent with that cloud distribution. While the upscaling of the SCDI analyses to the NAVGEM have resulted in a broader and less intense storm because of the more coarse resolution of the NAVGEM, effectively a dynamic initialization has been provided for NAVGEM so that the intensity forecast should evolve smoothly from those initial conditions.

The disadvantages of the Control–NAVGEM with the synthetic TC vortex relative to the SCDI initial conditions are first that the vortex has a broader inner core and offers a less realistic representation of the vortex structure above 400 hPa, especially the outflow structure. Even though a balance equation is solved to generate a mass field corresponding to that wind field, the frictional inflow and the ascent near the RMW are representative of the warm-start initial conditions and, thus, may be inconsistent with the synthetic vortex wind field that has been shifted to be closer to the warning position. Since the RMW is at too large of a radius (e.g., Fig. 13a), that frictional inflow and ascent will also be at

FIG. 12. Sea level pressure (hPa; color scale at bottom) fields across domain 2 at 1800 UTC 4 Oct for the (left) Control–NAV GEM, (center) SCDI analysis, and (right) SCDI–NAV GEM after blending the SCDI analysis into the original NAV GEM initial conditions with a blending coefficient of 1.0.

FIG. 11. Forecasts of 10-m wind speed (m s\(^{-1}\); color scale below) at 1800 UTC 5 Oct 2015 across domain 3 of the COAMPS-TC model with initial conditions from the (left) Control–GFS and (right) SCDI–GFS analyses after 6 h of assimilating a special AMV dataset at 15-min intervals.
too large a radius, and the associated diabatic heating in
the forecast will tend to lower the surface pressure at
that larger radius, which will weaken the pressure gra-
dient at the center and thus decrease the intensity \( V_{\text{max}} \)
for several hours. Only after the heating inside the
RMW leads to a contraction and more realistic storm
structure with a smaller RMW will the intensity begin to
increase.

c. Impacts on track and intensity forecasts

Shortly after the 1800 UTC 4 October mission the
translation speed of Joaquin began to increase, and
Joaquin recurved into the midlatitude westerlies (Fig. 14a,
blue line). The SCDI–NAVGEM track forecast (green
line) closely agrees with the NHC best track for the first
48 h, but then predicts a more eastward track over the next
24 h. The CNTL–NAVGEM track forecast (red line)
was slightly faster and deviated to the west of the NHC
best track during the first 48 h and, then (perhaps co-
incidently), agreed very well with the best track
through 72 h.

As with the Control and SCDI-based COAMPS-TC
intensity forecasts (Figs. 9 and 10), the SCDI–NAVGEM
intensity \( V_{\text{max}} \) forecast continued the rapid decay of
Joaquin beyond 0000 UTC 5 October (Fig. 14b; \( t + 6 \) h),
but then predicted a near-constant \( V_{\text{max}} \) for the next 24 h
that is very similar to the best track intensities. However,
the SCDI–NAVGEM forecast then intensified Joaquin
to 50 m s\(^{-1}\) in the next 18 h rather than slowly decaying.
The CNTL–NAVGEM intensity forecast began with a
smaller intensity, decayed by a smaller amount during
the first 6 h, and as for the SCDI–NAVGEM forecast

FIG. 13. West-to-east vertical cross sections along 31.6° latitude of meridional wind components at 1800 UTC
4 October for the (a) CNTL–NAVGEM synthetic vortex and (b) SCDI analysis upscaled into the NAVGEM initial
conditions. (c),(d) The 150-hPa wind fields (m s\(^{-1}\), color scale on right), which correspond to (a) and (b), re-
spectively, as indicated by the red lines in those panels. The position of Joaquin is indicated by the red dot.
The 24-h forecasts from 1800 UTC 4 October of the 10-m wind fields on the domain 2 grid for the CNTL–NAVGEM and the SCDI–NAVGEM analyses are shown in Figs. 15a and 15b, respectively. The differences between these NAVGEM forecasts are similar to the differences between the 24-h COAMPS-TC forecasts in Figs. 11a and 11b. That is, both Control forecasts have broader regions of 20 m s\(^{-1}\) winds in the northwest quadrant, and the maximum winds wrap around the center. By contrast, the SCDI-based forecasts have a more compact vortex circulation, and specifically the gale-force winds (e.g., 18 m s\(^{-1}\) in Fig. 15) along 36\(^\circ\)N extend from 62\(^\circ\)W to 66.5\(^\circ\)W versus from 61.5\(^\circ\) to 68\(^\circ\)W for CNTL–NAVGEM. The SCDI–NAVGEM forecast has a smaller region of maximum winds to the north of the center, which is in better agreement with the HIRAD surface wind observations Fig. 6b that have the maximum winds to the north-northwest of the center.

By contrast, the CNTL–NAVGEM forecast has the maximum winds at a larger radius to the east of the center.

Although this is a single case, the SCDI–NAVGEM initial conditions contributed to an improved NAVGEM track forecast to 48 h. Given that global models typically underforecast the intensity of hurricanes because of their coarse resolution, the SCDI–NAVGEM analysis provided an excellent intensity forecast to 36 h in terms of both the large magnitude and the constant trend.

The upscaling of the SCDI analysis to NAVGEM also resulted in a better 24-h forecast of the inner-core surface winds and the size of the vortex (here the 18 m s\(^{-1}\) winds), which should lead to a better ocean surface wave forecast (not shown). This combination of a more accurate track, intensity, and vortex surface wind distribution is important for warnings for naval ships that must stay outside the 35-kt wind radius and avoid 12-ft seas associated with a hurricane.
5. Discussion

The specific objective of this study has been to demonstrate the potential impacts on the U.S. Navy regional and global model analyses and forecasts with a novel technique for fully utilizing the nearly continuous (10- or 15-min interval) AMVs that are now possible from the new generation of geostationary meteorological satellites such as the Japanese Himawari-8 and the U.S. GOES-16. This first demonstration is carried out in the Atlantic region to take advantage of special AMV datasets from the TCI-15 field experiment along with HDSS dropwindsondes and HIRAD surface wind speeds for validation. Such a validation would not be possible in the western North Pacific because of the lack of such high-resolution dropwindsondes and surface wind speeds.

This demonstration is similar to the Velden et al. (2017) study in that testing is done at 6-h intervals. Whereas Velden et al. utilized hourly AMVs at ±3 h of the target analysis times, the SCDI has been designed to utilize AMVs at 15-min intervals during the 6 h leading up to the target time. Due to restrictions employed in the HWRF initialization procedure, Velden et al. did not utilize any AMVs between 400 and 700 hPa or over land. More importantly, the HWRF initialization eliminates analysis increments within 150 km of the center below 600 hPa in order to maintain the enhanced vortex structure based on the National Hurricane Center analyzed position, intensity, and wind radii. By contrast, the SCDI technique calculates those TC characteristics via the dynamic and thermodynamic processes in the COAMPS-TC model in response to the AMVs that monitor the outflow and the environmental inflow every 15 min. The role of the SAMURAI analysis is to spread that AMV information horizontally and vertically as increments relative to the background COAMPS-TC forecast wind field each 15 min. Then the key to the success in this 3DVAR analysis is that in the COAMPS-TC dynamic initialization 90 time steps on the domain 3 grid and 30 time steps on the domain 2 grid are available to balance the mass field to those AMV-based SAMURAI wind increments during each 15-min interval. In this sense, the near-continuous utilization of the AMV information during the 6-h period resembles that of a 4DVAR approach. While it is likely the 15-min AMVs are appropriate for the inner domains of COAMPS-TC, it needs to be tested whether 30-min or even hourly AMVs would be adequate in domain 1.

Even though the SCDI analyses began with a cold start in which the TC structure was represented by a bogus vortex, the surface wind speeds observed by HIRAD were reasonably replicated in the SCDI analysis after 6 h. It was particularly encouraging that the vortex tilt of Joaquin at 1800 UTC 4 October inferred from the HDSS dropwindsondes was also well analyzed by SCDI. Whereas in a cold start of the COAMPS-TC the bogus vortex has no clouds, the SCDI generates a realistic TC-like cloud and relative humidity structure. Thus, a COAMPS-TC model integration from the 6-h SCDI analysis can begin smoothly without the initial intensity decay period that is inherent in a cold-start COAMPS-TC forecast as the moisture field and clouds of the TC are generated.

![Fig. 15. Comparison of 24-h forecasts from 1800 UTC 4 Oct of the 10-m wind speeds (m s⁻¹; color scale on right) for the (a) CNTL-NAV Gem and (b) SCDI-NAV Gem initial conditions.](image)
For the COAMPS-TC version that is initialized with NAVGEM initial and lateral boundary conditions, a substantial improvement in the Joaquin track forecast is achieved with the SCDI analysis. Although the COAMPS-TC forecast from the SCDI analysis at 1800 UTC 4 October continued the rapid decay of Joaquin an additional 12 h rather than the abrupt transition to a constant $V_{\text{max}}$ in the NHC best track, such a continued rapid decay seems more physically reasonable and there is some evidence from satellite imagery interpretation in support of that continued decay. Furthermore, the prediction of an extended period of near-constant MSLP during the period of constant $V_{\text{max}}$ is physically reasonable compared to the continuous MSLP rises in the NHC best track.

The upscaling of the SCDI analysis valid at 1800 UTC 4 October into the NAVGEM initial conditions as an alternative to a synthetic TC vortex is successful in the sense that a more accurate track and inner-core winds, as well as a more realistic outer vortex structure, is achieved. Because the SCDI is a dynamic initialization, the NAVGEM intensity forecast will start more smoothly than will the Control–NAVGEM forecast with a static synthetic vortex. Further improvements of the intensity and intensity trend predictions are expected from multiple 6-h cycles during which the SCDI analyses are upcaled to the NAVGEM. Because these short-term NAVGEM forecasts will then be utilized as the initial and lateral boundary conditions for the COAMPS-TC model that is an integral part of the SCDI, this is an end-to-end approach for assimilating high-frequency AMVs that are now possible from the new-generation Himawari-8 and GOES-16 satellites.
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